NOTES:

1. ALL SLOPED SURFACES SHALL BE ROUGH BROOM FINISH FOR MARKED CONTRAST FROM SIDEWALK FINISH.

2. DETECTABLE WARNING SHALL BE BLACK REPLACABLE COMPOSITE TACTILE DOME PANELS. FOR DETECTABLE WARNING MATERIALS LIST, REFER TO: HTTP://WWW.SANJOSECA.GOV/DOCUMENTCENTER/VIEW/43954

3. TRUNCATED DOMES SHALL BE ALIGNED AS SHOWN ON THIS DETAIL.

4. WORK THAT EXCEEDS A MAXIMUM SLOPE OR A MINIMUM DIMENSION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. ALLOWANCE FOR CONSTRUCTION TOLERANCES WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED.

SECTION A-A

6" CLASS III AGGREGATE BASE (OR AS SPECIFIED ON PLANS)

3" CLASS III AGGREGATE BASE

WHEELCHAIR RAMP CENTER OF RETURN, 12' OR WIDER SIDEWALK CORRIDOR
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